Sealed quotations are invited by for and on behalf of President of India by Supdt, SWM, WMF, Trombay, BARC, Mumbai for the approved and eligible contractor having adequate works experience of similar nature in RSMS,BARC.

**Description of Work:**

- Fabrication and repair works for RSMS, SWM, WMD, Trombay comprising of
  1. Provision of shielding for disposed waste in SLT 11-B,C in zone 16 and Zone 2 Dyke with back filling by suitable material,
  2. Surface preparation, reconditioning and restoration of functionality of drains adequacy around NSDF site
  3. Provision of pump and emptying of soiled material tank.

Enquiry is to be displayed from 13/03/2019 to 24/03/2019 between 10.00 to 16.00 Hrs on all working days.

Last date for submission of the sealed quotation will be 27/05/2019 up to 12.00 hrs. The sealed quotations will be opened on the same day at 14.00 hrs. in Divisional office, NRG, BARC, Trombay.

**Terms and Conditions**

1. Quotation shall be submitted on printed letter head indicating Sale Tax, Service Tax registration no, PAN, of the firm.
2. Sealed quotations should be submitted only through registered post/speed post through Indian Postal Services.
3. Contractors have to submit the experience of similar works at the time of submission of quotations.
4. Sealed envelope should clearly indicate Ref. No. with date & Due date of submission of quotation.
   Address on the envelop should read:
   Kind attention: D N PATIL, SA/G.
   Radioactive Solid Waste Management Site, Waste Management Division,
   Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Mumbai-40085
5. Your offer shall be valid for minimum 30 days from the date of opening and quoted price shall remain firm during the period of execution of the order.
6. Taxes, duties, levies, other charges etc., if any, shall be clearly mentioned.
7. All the materials required for the above job such as tools & tackles, etc. shall be brought by you to the site of the work.
8. Payment will be made only once after completion of the work. It may also be noted that income tax @ 2 % and surcharge on IT as applicable and Educational Cess as applicable on IT & SC shall be deducted from your bill.
9. Supdt, SWM, Trombay, reserve the right to accept / reject any or all the quotations assigning any reason.

Sd/-
(D. N. PATIL)
Scientific Assistant - F
RSMS/WMD

Copy to: 1. Notice boards, WMD,BARC
        2. BARC website (For uploading)